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From Boccioni to Afro
How to get over the fear of drawing
At Museo del Novecento, the extraordinary collection
of works on paper assembled by Pino Rabolini
By Marco Vallora
If the selected title “Who’s Afraid of Drawing?” – though engaging – might seem excessive (perhaps the reference
is Albee and his “Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?”), especially in a country like Italy that should be immune to
diffidence regarding an artistic medium that has been used by true masters in Italian history, it is also true that a
certain lazy, inert resistance does exist today regarding such an immediate, spontaneous form of expression. There is
a hesitancy to put it on the same level with other more polished and perhaps appealing art formulas, such as painting
or sculpture.
Stimulating masterworks
But precisely an exhibition like this one (after the no less seductive show at the Sforza Castle that revealed the
city’s holdings in this field) ought to convince even the most impatient and reluctant audiences regarding these
stimulating masterworks (small, but intense) with their refined forms of expression. Drawing is not necessarily a
secondary category. Because we are not only talking about preparatory sketches or exercises (though here a few
very precious ones are included), but also about drawings not (yet) related to a future completed work, which offer
the rare possibility of entering the creative workshop of the artist, capturing his first “thought” when it is still bare
and defenseless. This makes these secret sheets of paper even more intriguing, sources of true discoveries.
As we were saying, this is the refined collection of a single, authentic and knowledgeable enthusiast (who recently
passed away), a man who preferred to remain reserved and behind the scenes, even with respect to the collection’s
curious name, Ramo, whose treasures are being revealed only today. We do know that the man behind this mask
of discretion was the owner of the jewelry brand Pomellato. Obviously it is not easy to fully narrate the wonders
that his careful choices have allowed us to discover today (the opportunity to see them is rare, and should not be
neglected). The curator of the exhibition, Irina Zucca Alessandrelli, who was the advisor of Pino Rabolini over the
years in his search for particularly representative works, helping him to find his way amidst the treacherous byways
of the market (the collection is relatively recent), has also resorted to the use of the question mark, the doubtful
formula of questioning (“Figurations?, Abstractions?, And the Sculptors?”) to subdivide the exhibition (about 100
selected works out of a total of 600) of this enticing legacy. Which has just been enhanced by yet another precious
find: the Divisionist and Pre-Futurist Controluce by Boccioni, dated 1910. An intimistic portrait of a young woman,
against the backdrop of a domestic window facing an urban background, already very Morandian in character.
Wildt and Rosso
How can we convey everything that captures the attention here, without resorting to the most arid of lists? We
might begin from the most paradoxical and dematerialized work, the Peso di un Capello by Luciano Fabro, where
there is nothing but an unstable sign, almost hidden, no longer with its own weight. Moving on to the monumental
Animantium Rex Homo by Wildt (which also led the way for the repented Futurist Romolo Romani) with its
fearsome bearded God, who breathes life into the amniotic figure of Adam. Alongside the sublime and scandalous
Deposizione di un Cristo femminile, which already has the dreamy rhythm of Bill Viola. In front of the historic
adversary, Medardo Rosso, who presents two dazzling, elusive (as is proper) charcoal drawings steeped in nocturnal
urbanity, which already display the feverish haste of a Paris sans fin by Giacometti (this is what knowing how to
choose means). The Mozart-like lightness of Melotti (still with a human shadow), Manzù vs. Marino, the pictorial
semiotics of Consagra, Alik Cavaliere amusing himself, manipulating Christmas decals: “Have a good exhibition!”

The first Schermi of Mauri, very colorful, where he too cuts out comics (his father, a publisher of comic books,
scattered them around the house). Mondino sees Tancredi and imitates him, Munari overturns the graphics of Epoca,
with upside-down characters that go nicely with the ciphered writings of Carol Rama, Pascali, Agnetti, Baruchello.
Schifano, in a sophisticated tribute to Daguerre, Calzolari with the tobacco leaves, Fontana at a noble level (without
counting the still figurative drawing, in Modulor-Corbusier style, in which he picks a bone with the Cowards: Gio
Ponti and Sironi. Art at war).
War on art
War on art: Mario Radice, project of erased frescos for the Casa del Fascio in Como by Terragni (with the taboo
visage of the Duce). Manlio Rho, still figurative, next to the Divisionist portrait of Russolo. Severini who dedicates
his Danseuse (1915) to Adriana Monnier (the bookseller-muse of Joyce, friend of Silvia Beach and Hemingway),
attracting a goodly number of outstanding women. Accardi, Badiali, Bentivoglio, long live Bice Lazzari (sister-inlaw of Scarpa, akin to others like Tomaso Binga, wife of Filiberto Menna with male pseudonym). While the range
of the masters is ensured (Casorati, De Chirico, Depero and Savinio), dutiful attention is also paid to Arte Povera.
Kounellis, Paolini, Parmiggiani and Anselmo, with Boetti who chooses a cover of La Stampa.

